
Sustainability 
 in focus

Parquet. Perfect.

Sustainable commitment 
throughout the company

Circular economy:
Usage of all wood components, "from roots to leaf", in the spirit of the 
circular economy. Wood chips that are produced are used as a source for 
heat and green electricity in the company's own biomass power plant.

Environmentally friendly energy:
In addition to the company's own biomass heating plant, there are 
photovoltaic systems and a hydroelectric power plant for the production of 
green electricity and environmentally friendly heat. In addition to Weitzer 
Parquet, more than 50% of the city of Weiz is supplied with this sustainably 
generated energy, which is a capacity of more than 2,000 households. We 
have been using 100% green electricity since 2023.

Sustainable 
Residential 
with Weitzer 
Parquet

Good climate:
100 m2 of Weitzer Parquet bind 
approx. 1 ton of CO2.

Weitzer 
Wärmeparkett:
With our innovative Weitzer 
Wärmeparkett solutions, up to 
60% can be saved in heating 
costs.

Weitzer 
ReParkett
With Weitzer ReParkett, parquet 
that is up to 200 years old is 
reprocessed and recycled. 

54.48 kg CO2 savings/ m2

Why Weitzer Parkett 
instead of plastic floors?

 Wood is a renewable and 
 natural raw material

 Gives rooms a warm and 
 natural look

 Increases the value of the property
 Durable and easy to repair
 Healthy indoor climate
 Low ecological footprint
 Free of plasticizers

Prizes & Awards

True pioneers make their mark:
Our products can proudly bear essential environmental test marks – such as the  
"Blue Angel", the FSC©, PEFC©, Real Wood, GreenGuard or TÜV ProfiCert seals. 
 

Sustainability Award
1st place for the TRIGOS Styria - THE sustainable business award - for the Weitzer Group 
with Weitzer Woodsolutions in the category "Innovation and Future Challenges".  
Topic: "Wood in mobile applications".
Top of Styria: 3rd place in the Innovation category - in particular "innovative  
expansion of the product portfolio of the Weitzer Group" for Mr. Josef Stoppacher
TestImage Award: "TOP MARKE HAUS & WOHNEN 2024" – 
Category "Parquet floors"

Sustainable production of 
our products

Our CO2 footprint:
With a footprint of 34.4 t CO2eq/million €, it is a model 
company in the industry. Our goal for 2030: Reduce our 
current emissions by over 80%. 

Proximity to the raw wood 
material:
We believe in supplying raw materials as locally as possible 
and minimising transport routes. The majority comes from a 
regional radius of 250 km, from Austria, Croatia and Hungary. 
Our priority is sustainable forestry, which is why we are 
continuously increasing the proportion of wood certified 
according to the standards for sustainability (PEFC/FSC). 
In addition, we are actively looking for other suppliers who 
can meet our high requirements for international standards. 
We source our raw wood material almost exclusively from 
European, sustainable forestry. We buy from 
both large forestry operations as well 
as forest owners in our region.

Our sustainability
report:
Learn more about our comprehensive 
sustainability efforts in our detailed 
Sustainability Report. 
From the sourcing of raw materials 
to final production, we value transparency and 
openness. 

wp.at/sustainability-report


